At Curtin Graduate School of Business, great heights await. With our flagship MBA powering your career, you’ll soar with a globally relevant degree. It’s strongly shaped by industry leaders who deliver real-world perspectives for your future.

Why study Curtin’s MBA?
1. It is internationally accredited by EPAS (operated by the European Foundation for Management Development) – one of only three in Australia. Our MBA was also ranked 5th in Australia for Student Satisfaction in the BOSS MBA rankings 2015
2. Our location in Perth’s CBD links us closely with Western Australia’s leading businesses
3. With majors in oil and gas, strategic procurement and leadership, the curriculum is relevant and dynamic
4. We offer a combined MBA/Master of Science (Mineral and Energy Economics) degree – a unique combination catering to the demand for business professionals who understand the resources industry and its business processes
5. Our high profile Advisory Board advises on emerging industry trends and relevance in courses
6. You’ll be a part of the largest university in Western Australia and one of the largest in the region. Internationally, Curtin University is ranked in the top two per cent of universities (ARWU, 2015).

About our MBA
Our MBA is aimed at middle and senior managers with an average of seven years of relevant management experience (minimum of three years).

It combines current business theory and local and international perspectives with hands-on project work including international study trips. Under the direction of expert facilitators, you will study with professionals from diverse backgrounds resulting in mutually beneficial exchange of knowledge and ideas.

The curriculum consists of eight core units and four optional units.

As part of your MBA you will also be required to complete a professional portfolio (minimum of 40 hours of professional development). This involves seminars, career development workshops and events providing extensive networking opportunities.
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In addition to the generalist MBA, we offer:

- MBA (Oil and Gas), in partnership with Aberdeen Business School at Robert Gordon University
- MBA (Strategic Procurement), which is accredited by the Chartered Institute of Procurement and Supply (CIPS), and
- MBA (Leadership).

**Oil and Gas Major**

This unique MBA offering is the only one of its kind in Australia and is designed, with industry, to meet the needs of middle and senior managers in the oil and gas sector. The course is offered in partnership with Aberdeen Business School (part of Robert Gordon University), similarly located in a world energy hub. The curriculum combines oil and gas knowledge and energy management with the core requirements of an MBA to ensure graduates have a broad coverage of key functional disciplines of business management, as well as specialised knowledge of oil and gas.

**Strategic Procurement Major**

This specialised MBA major has been designed for those working in strategic procurement, or those considering a career in this growing field. It is a unique major combining strategic procurement knowledge and supply chain management with the core requirements of an MBA to ensure graduates have a broad coverage of key functional disciplines of business management, as well as specialised knowledge of strategic procurement. The MBA (Strategic Procurement) is accredited by CIPS.

**Leadership Major**

This specialist MBA major offers students detailed understanding and engagement with current and future leadership challenges. Students are required to analyse and reframe leadership concepts alongside their own leadership styles in order to gain an understanding of organisations and develop their practical skills. Students will also be required to apply, test, and evaluate their analytical, leadership and management skills in the workplace and further their professional and personal development through action learning that is transferrable to real organisations. By exploring the philosophy and ethics of leadership and covering a range of topics including working with teams, working in a global arena, effective and strategic management and organisational behaviour, graduates leave the course with a more strategic understanding of and engagement with leadership.

**How to apply**

Apply online: curtin.onlineappform.com.au.

**Fees**

Total indicative domestic student course fee $35,600*.

* Based on a first-year full-time study load of 225 credits. 300 credits are needed to graduate from this course. The total cost will depend on your course options (i.e. units selected and time taken to complete).

**Women in MBA Scholarships**

At Curtin, we’ve introduced new scholarships, valued at $20,000 each as part of the national Women in MBA Program. In partnership with your employer, these scholarships provide you with financial support and flexible study options so that you can work towards obtaining our internationally accredited MBA.

For full terms, conditions, eligibility criteria, and to apply, visit curtin.edu/women-in-mba.

For more course information: business.curtin.edu.au/courses/cgsb

**Typical MBA program structure**

- Economics for Managers 551
- Financial Management 550
- Marketing Management 555
- Organisational Behaviour 550
- Managerial Effectiveness 571
- Organisational Change and Development 573
- Corporate Finance 660
- Human Resource Strategies 660
- International Study Tour 593
- Strategic Project Management 660
- Capstone: Strategy and International Business Competitiveness 660

Green = Foundation Units
Red = Core Units
Purple = Electives

---

**Disclaimer**

Curtin University is an accredited member of AACSB International—the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business. Information in this publication is correct at the time of printing and valid for 2016, but may be subject to change. In particular, the University reserves the right to change the content and/or method of assessment, to change or alter tuition fees of any unit of study, to withdraw any unit of study or program which it offers, to impose limitations on enrolment in any unit or program, and/or to vary arrangements for any program. Part-time and external study is only available to Australian resident students and International students studying outside Australia. Full details of units and course structures can be obtained by contacting the above or electronically from handbook.curtin.edu.au. Curtin will not be liable to you or any other person for any loss or damage (including direct, consequential or economic damage) however caused and whether by negligence or otherwise that may result directly or indirectly from the use of this publication.

International students

International students studying in Australia on a student visa can only study full-time and there are also specific entry requirements that must be met. As some information contained in this publication may not be applicable to international students, refer to international.curtin.edu.au for further information. Australian citizens, permanent residents and international students studying outside Australia have the choice of full-time, part-time and external study, depending on course availability.